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CHAPTES 1 i

INTRODUCTONI

1. 1 General introduction.

'The mechanism of the formation of a detonatiob

we in a combustible gds mixture has been studied

extensively in the past, both theoretically and

experimentally. Whereas many aspects of the transitioL

process are still not fully understood, the process of

the stable detonation wave has beena fully clarified.

The transition of deflagration to detornatiou is a

fairly rapid and rather complex process. Its duratiou

is affected in part by the temperature, pressure ana

composition of the initial reactants and by both the

amount of turbulence present before ignition and the

amount generated hy the flame. Another important I.-

factor is the shape of the vessel in which the

combustion takes place. Bur~ning gas mixtures in longj

cylindrical tubes is a common method for investigating

detonation phenomena.

From profiles of the average wave velocity along

%5 5..N
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the length of a combustion tube, the detonation P

induction distance can be determined. The induction

% distance is ordinarily defined as the distance from the

ignitor to the point where a detonation wave forms.

This distance varies from one gas mixture to another,...... .-

and is affected by the initial conditions.

Vhen a combustible gas mixture contained in d

cylindrical tube of constant diameter is ignited at one

end, a flame front is produced which propagates into

the unburnt mixture. Because of the temperature rise

behind the flame front, the pressure of Cie turnt gas

increases. This increase in pressure leads to the

formation of a shock wave at some distance ahqai of the

flame. The zone between the front of the shock wave

and the tail of the combustiou wave constitutes the

detonation wave during the transition period.

Behind the shock wave, the unburned gas is

compr.ssed. The formation of the shock wave Ly tie

propagation of the flame front is similar to that

produced by a moving pistoL.

Because of the heating of the unburned gas behird

the shock wave, the flame speed increases. In analogy

to the piston, the expanding combustion gas does work

on the unburned gas behind the shock wave and, thereLy,
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produces detonation temperatures which are higher than

the corresponding adiabatic flame temperatures at

constant volume. Because of this temperature rise the

flame front continually accelerates and thus produces

additional pressure waves which increase the strength

of the shock wave. At some point, the flame frout is

travelling fast enough to catch up with the tail of the

shock wave. The resulting structure of a shock wave

and aijacent combustion wave is called an overdrivea

detonation wave.

In this state the detonation wave is unstable

because it has not attained its final seeed. The Mich

number of the tail of this detonation wave (with

respect to the burned gas) is less than one. The

detonation wave is considered stable after the tail

Bach number reaches unity. The wave is then called a

Chapran-Jouguet detonation wave.

An overshoot in combustion gas pressure and shocx

wave velocity occurs as the flame front rushes up to

the tail of the shock wave. The maonitude of this

' -pressure overshoot depends on the volume of the heated

but unburned gas in the region between the shock wave

and the flame front at the tine of merging. The

merging process is fast enough that the unturned gas inJ.

,-1
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this region explodes almost instantaneously.

A region of low pressure exists at the ignitor enJ

of the tube as a result of the forward momentum

imparted to the combustion gas by the passage of the

shock wave. This low pressure region propagates

rarefaction waves upstream Which catch up to and reduce

the strength of the ovezdriven detonation w ave. These

waves reduce the speed of the detonation wave vL'

reducing the gas pressures within it. The net result

is a continual, increase in the Mach number ot the tail

of tCie detonation wave.

Eventually, the tail Mach number becomes equal to

one, and the expansion waves no longer weaKen the

detonation wave. At this point, the detonatioa vave i.3

consiaered stable and proceeds down the rest ot the -

length of the tube at a constant rate.

1.2 Statement Of The Problem.

The qjuestion of whether induction distance is

affected more by changes in initial pressure or

temperature has never been completely resolved.

Furthermore, tne role of the speed of sound in the

unburned gas mixture and how it affects the length of

* Tf . . . '
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the induction distance has yet to be fully understood.

A study is undertaken here to p.-ovid1e tetter

insight into the relative importance of the initial

0pressure and temperattzre on the induction distance.9

This is done Dy calculating the relative energy

transfer to the stable detonation wave in .zeveral

hydrogen/oxygen/diluent gas mixtures. The induction

distances for these gas mixtures are exp~eriautta~ly

determined by bua.ning then in a cylindrical combustion

tube at initial conditions of room temperature and

atmospheric pressure.

By studying the initial flame front Bach number,

more insight into the concept of detonation inductiou

due to flame front acceleration is obtained. The

initial flame front Mach number is calculated for the

various mixtures in this study based on experimentally

deteraiaed flame speeds. The investigation of this

parameter results in a conclusion as to whether

relatively high initial Mach numbers correspond to low

induction distances.
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;;" CHAPTER 2 -

LITEEATURE SURVEf

There is much literature concer.ing the transition

from deflagration to detonation, but the majority of it

deals with the process occurring in solid explosives

rather than in gaseous mixtures (references 1, 2 and 3

for example). The main literature available concerning

transition in combustible gas mixtures still have not

yet resolved the question of uhat mechanist causes the

S detonation induction distance to change (either

lehgthen or shorten) as the initial conoitionr of the

mixture are changed.

*Experiments have verified many times that the

detonation induction distance is affected by changes i"

initial gas mixture pressure, temperature, composition,

vessel configuration (i.e. length and aidmeter) and the

amount of turbulence present before and after ignition.

Early work by Sokolik and Schelkin (ref. 4) showed that

initial pressure changes the length of the induction

distance. These investigators performed experiments

using hydrogen and oxygen mixtures as well as various

LA
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hydrocarbon fuels and oxygen. The inital pressure ,

ranged from 30 to 300 am of mercury (.04 to 4

atmospheres). The results clearly shoved that

induction distance decreases as initial gas gixture , °

pressure increases. This effect of initial Fressure

has been confirmed many times since then (refereuces 8o

26, 27, 28, 29 and 30).

Lafitte (ref. 5) did various early experiments

with hydrogen/oxygen mixtures at different initial

temperatures. The results of his work (which are

discussed in ref. 9) showed that induction distance :.' -..

increased as initial temperature iucreased. The

experiments by Lafitte involved inital temperatures

ranging from 15 to 350 degress centigrade ( 288 to 623

degrees Kelvin). . .

Zdse and Lawrence (ref. 6) dzd sizlar exieriments

only to obtain the same trend in induction distance ":--' 

with initial temperature. These autbor- used initial

temperatures ranging from 123 to 300 degrees KeAvin. --@

They concluded that the reason for the change in lenth.
of the induction distance in a coatustitle gas mixture

depends primarily on the acceleration of the flaze

front as well as on the rate at which the pressure of

the combusted gases increases. This conclusion was

, %
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supported by use of an empirical eguation that

inversely related the detonation induction distance to

an empirical factor whose dimensions were that of an

acceicratioL. it wah therefore postulated that this

factor was some unkn~own function of the acceleration of

the flame front.

Bollinger, Fong, Laughrey and Edse (ref. 7)

concluded that tu~bulence is an important mechanism by

measuring the detonation induction distance in

hydrogen/oxygen mixtures where longitudinal roa inserts

of various diameters were placed in the combustion tube

before ignition. The mixtures were ignited at a

temperature of approximately 313 degrees Kelvin and

both rod diameter and initial pressure was varied.

They further concluded that as both initial pressure

and xol diameter increased, detonation inductio,

decreased. A final conclusion was that tbrbulence

increases both due to the pressure waves generated and

the resulting interactions as the combustion wave

encounters area discontinuities.

Bollinger and Edse (ref. 8) also gave another

insight into the effect of turbulence on the deLonation

induction distance. This conclusion represents a
, . 5 . .' ,

contradiction to some previous views which is
:.,,.-..,.

N"
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illustrative of the problems inherent in describin3 the 9
complicated combustion process of transition.

Briefly, it is known (from the work by Shchelkia

discussed in ref. 9) that as tube diaAeter decreases,

the detonation induction distance increases. If the

amount of turbulence per unit volume of gas mixture is

considered, this ratio decreases as tu.te diameter

* increases. Therefore, it should be expected that

detonation induction distance should increase. This

behaviour would be expected because the flame

propagation rate decreasas as the amount of turbulence

decreases and the detonation process should theretore

occur in a longer period of time. However, as stated

above, inducti~on distance has been experimentally

observed to decrease as tube diameter dvecreases.

*The same type of contradiction is oLtained when

the Beynolds nazxber of the unturnt gas MiXtULe set in

motion by the passage of the shock wave is considered.

If this ratio is based on tube diameter, it is

proportional to the diameter and decreases as tube

diameter decreases. Since the Beynolds number is in

turn proportional to the amount of turbualeuce, from -

this reasoning we vould also expect the induction

distance to increase as tube diameter decreases. Once
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. again, the expected result is in disagreement with

experimentally observed behaviour. These conclusions

-, exemplify the need for a better understanding of the

role of turbulence in the induction process.

Lafitte and Shchelkin have shown that detonation

wave velocities in rough tubos are only 40 to 5.

percent that of those observed in tubes with srooth

walls. Rybanin (ref. 10) summarizes the reason for

these results as being due to the gas mixture ,eing

ignited at the points of wave reflection from the wall

. .roughness. 7he temperature at these reflection points

has Leen showrn to be bigher than the temperature behind
.. 5.

the shock wave. Combustion propag3tes toward the

center of the tube and fills the cross section. Thus,

the combustion occurs before the mixture has time to

ignite as a result of the compressLon process behind

the shock wave.

The question of whether the unburnt but shocked.

gases betveen the shock wave and the flame front ignite r

spontaneously or by a less rapid process whereLy the

flame front merges with the tail of the shock wave, has

been investigated quita thoroaghly. Oppenheim, Stern

•. and Urtiev (ref. 11) have analyzed in detail the

results of experiments by SchmiJt, Steinicktand Neutert

:: ..

.,5 ,', ,, . ,. , . . , ,_,• .. ; : . . . . ., .,, .. . .• , . ... . . , . . ...



(ref. 12) using propane and air mixtures dad Schisiren 0.. r.

photographs of the combustion process. The idea of

pre-ignition due to the formation of high temperature

areas cl*ose to the shock wave causing ignition of the

gas mixture between the shock wave and the flame front

was investigated. Oppenheim, Stern and Urtaieu

concluded that the phenomenon of pre-ignition does

cause, but is not neccessary for the formatiou of a

detonation wave. tn either case, it was further

concluded, an overshoot in both detonation wave

pressure aud velocity would be otserved.

Medyer, Urtiew and Oppenheim (ret. 13) have

concluded that the gascdynamic process of compression

between the shock wave and the flame tropt contribute,

at most, only '4 percaat to the eahdacement of che

transition process in hydrogen/air mixtures. Thus, tk~e

phenomenon of transition to detonation must te

associated with heat or mass transfer from the flawe

front although the effects of the unsteady boundary

layer should also be considered. These authors'

conclusions are based on the results of the calculated

value of the fractional progress of the induction

process which takes the value one when detonation

occurs- Values that they calculated for this fraction

*~le W s
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were at most egual to .04 * Ibis means that a particle .

in the shocked but unbu"nt gas mixture would have only

achieved a pressure and temperature of 4 percent the

value that it has at detonation if the transition

procesa were the result of gasdynauic coupressicn only.

Stehlow, Crooker and Cusey (ref. 14) have

concluded by both. theory and experiment that the -

accelerating shock wave preceding the combustion

process can lead to the formation of *hot spots' (pre-

ignition points) near the shock wave which initiates an

explosion and produces a detonation wave. Both

Strehlow et aL. and Meyer et al. conclude that the

transition process can be modelled o.ce the complicated

kinetics between the shock wave and flame front are

fully understood.

* Atkinson, Bull and Shuff (ref. 15) have

investigated the formation of spherical detonatior

waves in hydrogen/oxygen mixtures. They introduced a

relatior. for calculating the detonation induction

distance, ( as a function of the induction time, t,

and the velocity, u, of particles transaitting tne

combustion wave Just prior to detonation, [] = ut. A

plot of t versus #, the stoichiometric ratio of

hydrogen to air in the mixture, was made after t had

• .1.-.,

4.• %.
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been calcuLted for various values of the induction

distance obtained from measurements and a was assumed

to equal the speed of the staLle C-3 wave for each ,.

M mixture. Another conclusion was that the most

detonable mixture of hydroqen/air occurred when # was

approximatelj equal to 1.2

Wor in the area concerning the development of

* relations for the the speed of the flame front as it

accelerates into a combustitle gas mixture has not

!' progressed much further than analysis of the flame

front immedidtely after ignition. Studies Ly Urtiew,

Laderman and Oppenheim (ref. 16) have produced

relations that are based on the Frincipal that the

particle velocity of the shocked but unturat gases,

. prior to when the flame front reaches the walls ot the

p detonation tube, is a linear function of the flamefront

area. In their investigation, these authors have

considered cases in which the flame front initially

propagates away from the ignitor in a hemispherical

shape and where it propagates in the shape of d
i... .*

prolate spheroid. The justification for using such

shapes is that they are based on photographic records

of the combustion process. Use of their method is

dependent on the experimentally determined values of

- .-1.
*1 ""

, I °
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the initial area of the flame front and its initial 0

averaqe velocity. What is important about this

research is the emphasis on the importance of the

initial Mach numbez of the flame front.

Other work by Edse and Strauss (references 17, 18,

19 and 20) has produced data concerning the flame

speeds of vacious cairbun monoxide/aic mi~tuires at Iaijh

ambient pressures. The data obtained by these authors

has shown that flame speeds for carbon monoxide/air

mixtures decrease with pressure, whereds the flame

speeds of hydrogen/oxygen mixtures increase with

pressure. A major problem in experimentally

determining the flame speeds olf nixturer tha~t LehaveA

like the carbon monoxide/air system is controlling

fldshback. In other vorls, higher ambient pressures

require higher gaz speeds which, cau~lel with the Lover

flame speeds, can make it impossible to maintain a

flame. Empirically derived relations for the flame

speed can therefore not be applied to pressures and

temperatures that are much higher than those at which

the experiments were conducted.

Since it is possible to apply the energy,

continuity and ilugoniot equations to the combustion
*~~J ' .**% . 14

process within a stable detonation wave, several

_%7
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methods exist in the literature for calculation of C-J

detonation wave parameters. An early method used by

Levis and Friauf (ref. 21) calculates values based on

the frozen speed of sound in the costusted gases at the

tail of the detonation wave. Uhis method, which is

S" generally considered to be the first developed, does

not include the presence of 4tomic oxygen in the

combusted gases. The authors telieved that the amount

of atomic oxygen formed was not enough to affect the

results of their calculations. Hovever, it one wishes

to obtain a complete description of the state of the

combusted gases, atomic oxygen should be taken in to

account since in mixtures involving only hydrogeu ann

oxygen, the mole fraction of atomic oxygen is usually

on the order of .02 which is not negligible.

Berets, Greene and Kistiakowsky (Let. 22) and Dunn

and Volfson (ref. 23) Lase their methods on the frozen

. ispeed of sound in the combusted gases and thereiore

obtaiz values of the temperature at the tail of the

detonation wave which is less than actual. Comparison..

of temperatures calculated by the above authors has

shown differences as much as 130 degrees Kelvin. The

reason for these differences is genecally attributed to

their use of thermodynamic functions which are not of

.p..



the same accuracy. 0

Eisen, Gross and Riviin (ref. 24) introduced a

method that bases results on both the frozen and

eqaailikrium speed of sound in the combusted gases.

Bollinger and Edse (ref. 25) introduced a simplified

method for calculating stable detonation wave

parameters in hydrogen/oxygen mixtures in which tha

* Hugoniot equation for a chemically reacting gas mixture

is sulved for the ratio of the pressure of the unburnt

I' to burnt gases at the tail of the detonation wave.

This iterative procedure calculates the partial

pressures of each specie present in the combustion gas

and produces correct results which are obt~iined without

having to calculate either the frozen or equilitrium

* °.., % "

speed of sound. %!

The procedure presented in chapter three of this

paper iterates until the C-J condition at the tail Qf

the detonation wave is obtained. Equaticas for

calculation of parameters in gases containing u to 0
eleven species is presented.
................................................. ...... A_

speed of* ~- soun.i *. .. '."V.'-".%
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CHAPIER THlDE!

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

This chapter deals with the calculation of stable

letonation vive paramaters in combustible gas mixtures.

An iterative method is presen~ted for determining the

pressure and temperature of a combustion gas at the

tail of a stable detonation wave, and the associat.ed

wave velocities and gas speeds. Equations for

calculating the combustion gas composition in several

hydrogen/oxygen/diluent mixtures are presented where ..

the diluent gas is either nitrogen, carton dioxide or

some inert species. ':

3.1 General Method.

1he Hugoniot equations, the energy and coutinuity

equations, and the equation of state are useful in

describing the kinetic and gasdynamic processes that

occur cis a stable detondtion wave passes through a

combubtible gas mixture. The fact that we calculate

V.'



parameters for stable detonation waves ftnables us to

check the accuracy of tne results since we know taat

the velocity of the tail of a stable wave is eqjual to

the equilibrium speed of sound in the gd5es tbind it. S.-

Zince the thermodyianic functions of the

combustion gas are complex functions of temperature,

and the composition is uependent on both temperature.S

and ptessure, an iterative proceduLe is required. Tne

procedure begins by specifying initial estinate3 of the

temperature and pressure of the combustion gas. Theje

estimates are continually improved until the calculaced

value of the tail Mach naumber is unity. Also, it is

assumed that the cembkustion process occurs Ln both

thermal and cherical equilibrium.

Since this study deals with hydrogen/oxygen Lased

mixtures that have a third gas additive of either

carbon dioxide, nitrogen or an inert qak, the folloviug

equilibria are considered:

0o~ £- v(0) U

jH- 2 -H AV (H) .j

N -A.N AV (N)

* 02 * H 2 OH a(OH).

* 0 *CO -"CO 2  AV(C02).-

02 + H2 H 2 0 Av(N2O) .



L7~~~. --1'767

In the calculation of the overall sole number

change,

0.09
where sole numbers on the left side of the reactions

are consideied negative, and the mole numters ou the

right side are considered positive. Also, 1 sums over -

all of the species in the particular reaction.

For instance, if tiLe gazi mixture in consideratior

was 02 + H 2 + CO 2  ,we might order the equilitria in

* the following manner,

(1) j0 2 +H 2  OH 2-OH

(2) 0 02& O 1=0

022H

02 H

(4)~~, 0 +co,- O.*C

Numbering the equ.liiiria will make them easier to
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reference while calculating the elements of several.
c i. e- 

te detnaUeonh ue caln thted eets cosderng the,

of heat are added to one kilogram of the moving gas, o. .

the pressure ratio across the resultng thermal wave

is,

+ I. + ,..-2I p.-OI- °TT l

a ihe diaezrsionless heat release facto, C '":"";'

C'1  4 .-. * .-9 .*

can be expressed an terms of the combustion euthal. of

the fuel and the dimensionless specific beat of the

combustion gas as follous,

TS

qC O Amb.r 1 (3.1-3)
~. TT

P 1"TI.. .% .- .o% . .- :

1. 0*..

IA" ob. .S.:,. .....

19$ . ; ".- ",

'-.,..-.-

... ,,' . .
• 9. 4.,-.

4..*.'6 N"* "'" 
"

• ?*e*.
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where IAHCOb f I is the absolute value of the

combustion enthalpy of one mole of the fuel at the

unbucat gas temperature T- The v.t ° are the mole

numbers of the constituents of the uudissociated .

combustion gas obtained from the staichiometric
cPT 

-

equation for the reaction. is the dimensior.less

specific heat of species i between the temperatures T-.

and Ti The empirical correction factor 6 takes

r dissociation into consideration and is equal to

approximately .5 . A reasonabtle estimate for 7 is

approximately 1.3

Next, the specific volume of the combustion gas

cau be estimated from the fcllowing relation,

I ()" u * . ~s~ v- M ' (1.q-+)

Finaly, the initial estimate of the comLusted -.

temperature is obtained,

(3)Nw" 1 3  ( w) = 1 (.11

.. -7 C '' :L:.i
4..%

d d. **A * * 4' .*. . .... "*:"%
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In equations (3.1-2) to (3.1-5), the sutscript 1

refers to the conditions of the unburnt, unshocked g.s

mixture. The subscript 3 refers to the condlLions at .

the tail of the detonation wave. In subsequent

equations, the superscript 151 refers to am estimated

value of a quantity which will equal the actual value

at the end of the iteration.
EST

With these initial estimates of temperature, T3  '

EST
and pressure, P3  * the equilibrium constants tor the

dissociation equilibria are calculated. Table (3-1) "

lists the K-relations for the equilibria ol pdyC 18.

T
Thea aj is the coefficient of the equiliLriuz constant

of species i at temperature T and is interpolated from

Tables (3-2) and (3-3).

Following calculation of the equilitrium

constants, the mole fractions of the species in the

combustion gas are calculated. Since the equations Lox

calculating the composition are unique to the awount

and types of species present in the combustion gas for

particular initial gas mixtures, it will suffice at the

present time to refer to the composition equations of L

section 3.2 for the mixtures considered in this stu.y.

These composition calculation Frocedures require at

a.... .' * %a .~ %'° .".*1
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least an initial estimate of the mole fraction of 0

diatomic oxygen in the combustion gas. Gas mixtures

containing nitroger and carbon (as vell as hydrogen and

oxygen) require initial estimates of both diatomLc ..

oxygen and diatomic nitrogqn.

Once the coaposition for the estimated temperature

ani pressure has been determined, the moleculdr mass of

the combustion gas is calculated,

EST
T 3 

(3.1-6)

CG

Followed by the reduced enthalpy,

3ES TETT 1 4~
fh1  ON f0 \ (3.1-7)

a CG4T + iTB

* ~~9CG 3f"~\LI

where the inaividual are interpolated frc'm

Tables (3-4) to (3-5). The universal gas constant,

is equal to 8314.33 J/Kmol K, and the specific gas

constant is equal to, "

TES T 1,IST (.-8

CG 'CG

Ihe absolute formation enthalpies, /H- are "-*" "

.. .. . . .. . .
-.2M,
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obtained from Table (3-6). 0

From the equation of state, we determine the ratio

of the specific volume of the combustion gas to that of

the unburnt, unshockbad gas mixture to te,

~EST 9 ~

From the Hugoniot equation for d chemicdlly

reacting gas, we calculate a value for the pressure at

the tail of the detonation wave,

* Pi[ 1 21?4 CGE+ 31-

if the absolute value of the difference between

the estimated and calculated pressures is large

(greater than .0000001 for instance) , we L~eestAmate the

pressure in trie following mauner,

EST(nel) EST(n) X al(n) EST(n)~ .

P, 3p P3 P1* (P3' P 3 )(.-)

--JL
where X is approximately equai to .5.



.

The coaposition is recalculated using the new

estimate of pressure and the old estimate of
,.. €.-.

temperature. If the difference is small, we proceed by

W4 calculating the dimensionless specific heat of the

combustion gas.

) CTEST )TEST (.-2

rwhere the individual i are interpolatedi from

Tables (3-7) to (3-8).

The frozen ratio of specific heats is calculdted

,next,

Sinc the ) C iG ase

fee the lain le nubern chas base onthaes

"itaile of-7 tedtonto wa-8e. theeffctve ati-"

te£oe raoofspecific heats mussb calculated. 7h:. ratio is

fucto of th pcfcbetfo qaio 311)

• Cp~

{ ~~....--
*, CS. , - 1' " " ."

":: tchemicll tectn sciic bea ro~ i atio d and the effect:::

-. of th loca sale dtnumber chanes as sondves' o
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traverse the equilibrium combustion gas. The relation

for the effective specific heat ratio is,
*-7

-1 1
TEST [ TES~T 'I4bJ*fj)--v[ -Av') .b 1 ~ 1  j).

IMC..

I &T T

RTS ETTS

1 f j~.

The quantity in the econd set of sr brackets ksit

accot e mol nsmher chiall rates.aioo

speciic hets. t hasa vale ot

T!ST~~ TETTS

dy 3 < T 3 <-

off4

The~~~~~~~ ~b quantit intescodsto bakt tksit

accoat te sle nmbe chages

0 0 e- - e
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%he inverted square matrices

and [b1 1 ] are defined as the inversions of the

matrices whose elements are,

m 0

r~i rbl V() (

L 1 j bl.ij - Av. ) av!J) (3.1-16)

The letters I and j refer to the chemical change.

For example, if the equilibria on page 21 are being -.

considered,

1 l OH,O,H.COH 2 0 j a OH,O,H.CO2 ,H2 0

Since the reactions are numbered, the subscripts 1 adnd

j can be written as numbers, for example,

h1 boMO b ~bOH i bl mbO etc ...11 AlPOH 

"1)bH. 

1 O

The elements of the row matrix an I lum

ma trix X are obtained from Table (3-9).

Tb. valuzes of the r-ow and column matrices,

-- • .-

* (; *e ), . ".-...--..-. ' % V. - *...

I. * . % ., r on e r a e - : " " " "

f- . ':
heea~esof he o andcu nmaic, -

T '-°%Z"
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and

f* tT " A1 AJ : ' I-

Z5*

A(1)Af

are easily obtained since the and Av(1) are known.

Likewise, the column matrix AV(j) is easily

determined.,

Once the effective ratio of specific heats is

calculated, the eguilibrium speed of sounl is ottained,

yr RCG (3.1-17) - -.-:..

"..- '-..,&..3

and the augoniot equation for a normal shock wave ,.,..

produces the velocity of the head o. the detonatiou

wave as follows,

V3. R1XT" -- - 1)+( - (3.1-18) S

The continuity equation produces the velocity of the

tail of the detonation wave,

V,%~

....

l •S

-o -:.~ * ., *.-5 ~..% % : ?% .*. V :..:
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If the absolute value of the difference between w3 O

dad Wa,3 is large (greater than .0000001 for instance),

we make a new estimate of the temperature from the

following relaticn,

TEST(r+1) . EST(n) )(3.1-)

3p

where xT is akproximately equal to .5 - The 4ntize

3
iteration routine is begun again until the magnitude of

the differeace Letween W, and wa s very small.

Lastly, the velocity imparted to the coatustion

3 gas by the passage of the shock wave is obtained as

follor,

U 3 W1 -W 3 (3.1-21)

The foLloviny section 3.2 contains the composition

&,uat..-.ns that are used to coapute tha mole fractiou~s

of the combustion qas. They are presented in an

algorithm form to demoustrate the iterative nature of

the calculation.

q 9%

- ... .. .-.-. . % * .



3.? Composition Equations.

* to introduce the equations for calculating the

combustion gas composition, the case of the

hydrogen/oxygen/carbont dioxide mixture will te

considered. First, the ratio of the global sole numLer

of diatomic oxygen to that of diatomic hydrogen is

calculated,

"o2 02 H (3.2-1)

This ratio remains constant during the combustion

process. It is caiculdted during each iteration and is

denoted by lo, o ne of the conditioas for ending the

composition iteration is the reqjuirement that,

:f t < -oI 0000001

Next, the ratio of the global mole numbers of

carbon to diatomic hydrogen is calculated,

fC C /H 2  (3.2-2)

This ratio is also constant during the combustion

process.

N 1. 
*
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An initial estimate of the mole fraction of A-.,
diatomic oxygen is required and is generally

initialized as,

EST(o)

At this point, the mole fraction of atomic oxygen is

cal cul ated,

2 2 (3.2-3)

r followed by,

A (KOH  r-f KH ) (I fc/2 (3.2-4)

B ( K 2 ) -( , -S-
q 3_ 2 +~ 1 ( +. (3.2-5)

--... ,.The mole fraction of diatomic hydrogen is now

determined,

OH2 2 z ? _q s -.. <
.H 2  $ A 0 ( q0) (3.2-6)

which allows the mole fractio, of water to fcllow,

II *KH2
0 q1H20 2 oo (3:2-7)

and the mole fraction of OH,
q,. K.H - %

" KO"r 4TO ; fH (3.2-8)

2 2

Ze. .. '.
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as veil as atoric hydrogen,

"qH KH fqH(3.2-9)

. Nov the global mole fraction of diatomic hydrogen

is calculatea,

-"'2 20 O nq)/2 (3.2-10)

fclloved by the global mole fraction of caroL,.-

R 2 (3.2-11)

Next, the mole fractions of CO and CO are

ottained,

ES

40 19 1 +xc02 ;q "0 T"(.212

"C 2  qC- Co (3.2-13)..

-- and finally the global sole fraction of diatomic

SoTxyoe)n,

q02 02 C0 CO + 0 + qOH + qH2

Using the above mole fractions that are based on

the estimated mole fraction of diatomic oxygen, a

calculated value of f0z is determined,

f0 q 0 /q (3.2-15)02 02 H2

.,,~~~~~ ~~~~~~~... .........,-..... ........- ......... ........ .- .. ... - ....-. ,.-.- .- ,::.-..,...,..
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If the absolute value of 10- e is large k

(greater than .0000001 for example) a new estimate of

Sthe mole fraction of diatomic oxygen is made using the

following empirical relation,

IST(n+1) EST(n) calc (.-6

2z 02202 )

and the~ iteration is stdrted again ty returning to

-;eqjuation (3.2-3).

For gas mixtures involving only hydrogen and

roxygen, the above iteration can be used ty specif yang

*that fc is equal to zero.

For gas mixtures containing both carbon and

nitrogen (as well as hydrogen and oxygen),* the ratio of

the global mole number of diatomic nitrogen to oxygEn

is also calculate .

fN 2 /0 2 * N2 / 0 2(.-7

and au& initicdl estimate of the mole fraction of

diatomic nitrogen is re-juired,

N .6
2

These relations are inserted after equation (3.2-2).

The mole fractions of 10 atnd atomic nitrogen are
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calculated from the following relations,

* (3.2-18)
NO 2Vq2

* . .. ..

q N K IJm (3.2-19)

and are inserted after equation (3.2-3).

Ike equation for the mole fraction of diatomic

hydrogen, eq. (3.2-6), is replaced by,

2 ST EST 2qX2 •A (-N2 "0 -NO - -N) I-(B 2

2 2 2

C(3.2-20)
and the equation for the global mole fraction of

diatomic oxygen, eq. (3.2-14), is replaced by,

9 EST
S2 a c + q 0 (0 + O 0 +OH' INO "o,2  (3.2-21)

T The global mole fraction of diatomic nitrogen is

obtained from,

" E TN +qN/2 (3.2-22)

-N +NiNO + N2 2

and is inserted after equation (3.2-21). A calculated

value of is leterained as,'... alue fN2'02

Caic £ / (3.2-23)
*N2/oo 2 02

vhich is inserted after equation (3.2-15).

saleIf the absolute value of is lacge

-. *,. ....'

* * ~* ...P~.*~* ~~ . -'.. .. - "

k:'. ' -.......-....-....--.-...-"....~ -- . -"- . - ..',.-.:. ,. . / . --... :. ,.-":
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(greater thaa .000000 1 for example) then the estimate0

of the mole fraction of diatomic nitrogen is iproved

by the following empirical relation,

EST(n.1) EST(n) caic (32-4

N2 'I2 (N2/o 2  fN2 /0 2 ) (32i)

This relation is placed after equation (3.2-16) which

improves the previouns estimate of the mole fraction of

diatomic oxygen. If the gas mixture contains only

hydrogen, oxygen aiid nitrogen, the value of fcis set

eq~ual to zero._

then the dilueat compouent of the gas mixture is

an inert specie# the composition iteration is started

with determination of the ratic of the global mole ___

number of the inert gas to that of the diatomi~c

hydrogen, .

£ £
fX VX VH (3.2-25)

This is in turn followed by calculation of fo f rom
2

equation (3.2-1) and an initial estimate of tht sole 7

fractioL of diatomic oxygen,

EST(o)

* 2

The mole fraction of atomic oxygen is determined

from egaution (3.2~-3). This is in turn followed ty

.. .** . *.****.~*,*..**~.p***- *..*...***..***,***~.*****...*.'.*. ~-7 *
.*..~ *.. %**.*.***.*..* *% -* * *t
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calculation of the following two quantities, 1
A - K I~S.  + K" (-.:-,'-'

0•. KT1 * /,2 (3.2-26)

H~o 0 FI - .

B - (x2 +o 1 ( (3.2-27)

The mole fractions of atomic hydrogen, water and OH are

obtained from equations (3.2-7) to (3.2-9) . Ihe

global sole fraction of diatomic hydrogen is obtained

from eq. (3.2-10). The global sole fraction of

diatomc G igen is obtained from,

0 0 "0OH + "0)/2 (3.2-28)

.2  2 *..-2 -

gThe value of t
0 2 

is determiined from eiuation

(3.2-15). A new estimate of the mole fracticn of

diatonic oxygen is made from equation (3.2-16). The
cale

iteration is continued until 0 - 40 is small.

The procedure described in section 3.1 fog

calculation of the detonation Farameters of a stable

detonation wdve was used to determine the paraEeters of

the following gas mixtures,
• ~~*.. .*. •

. .. % -

j02 + H2 +JCO2

0 02 + H2 + N2

'., 5.."$o

*0 2 + H2 + He

*02 + H 2 + Ar 0

"a" %..'.4"
*I *I6

S. N
-N N.% S



3.7

The detonation parameters of T3  p w W and the

gas speed u 3 were calculated for different initial

temperatures of 100, 20C, 300, 400 and 500 degrees . -

Kelvin. The initial pressures considered were .1, .5, .

1.0, 2.0, and 5.0 atmospheres. The results of these-

calculations are compiled in Tables (3-10) to (3-13).

3.3 Initial Pressure Vs. Initial Temperature.

The results obtained by calculating the parametes

of a stable detonation wave describe only the steady

state notion of the wave. It is therefore difficult to

apply then in explicitly calculating the induction

distance. However, it is interesting to notice that

the pressure ratio, - , may be related to the

magnitude of this distance. By observing plots

(Figures (3-1) to (3-4) for example) of this ratio as a

function of the initial gas mixture temperature, T1

we see a relatively sharp increase as the initial '

temperature decreases.

From the energy equatio, considered before and

after the detonation wave, it can be shown that the

dimensionless relative eneigy transfer trom the burned

gas behind the detonation wave to the shocked, tut

Ca-

S ~ ;';* *-. ~.* ~v.: .K*.*-.Y.v ~v: ~ -t *" -S"~ ",
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unburnt gas in the region between the shock wave and S

the combustion wave is,

.* 4. o-.

R •T ( 3.3-1) -9..

A complete derivation of equation (3.3-1) is given in

the appendix.

Equation (3.3-1) shows that the dimensionless

relative energy transfer is directly proportional to
p 3

the pressure ratio , and inversely proportional to

the initial temperature of the gas sixture. This

result is reasonable since a combustible gas mixture

will generally have a higher enthalpy at a higher

temperature. This in turn lowers the amount of

relative energy trausfered prior to tue formatio, of

the stable detonation wave. Furthermore, the

definition of the detonation induction distance is

relative to whether we are considering the point where

the unstable wave forms, cr the 'point where it hds

become stable. Therefore, we can justifiatly rc-ate

the relative energy transfer to this distance.
,,. ..........<

It is particularly interesting to note that the

P3
ratio . , does L,)t change substantially as the

initial rres-sureP 1 , is changed. This result allows

* ..
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us to couaclude that initial temperature, rather than

initial pressure has a sore important effect on the

length of the induction distance. However, the

induction distance does change markedly with change, in

initial pressure.

It is interesting to observe that by multiplying

both sides of equation (3.3-1) by R1T1 we obtain,.

"h- 
i 

" 
T P-
" 1  - 1/ (3.3-2)

Equation (3.3-2) is the relative energy transfer

per unit mass of gas mixture. Of course, a plot of

this parameter (for difterent initial pressures) as a

function of the initial temperature would show tue same

*trend as that in Figures (3-1) to (3-4) ca.d would a~iow

us to draw the same conclusions.

However, by multiplying both sides of eq. (3.3-2)

by the initial density the rclative energy transfer per .

unit volume is obtained,

3 -p 1  (33-3)

P3 .1

"_ .:,: .2.' :... .. .-,.. ;'_: '' ."-".. /-. ' _ -,_,-.;. . . ,... ".'.. , " _' , -.-.. S.'. _* ',
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By observing values of this parameter (Table (3-14)) W,

for the hydrogen/oxygen/nitrogen gas mixture for

example, this parameter is observed to increase

* dramatically Loth as initial pressure is increascd ad.

initial temperature decreased. Because the relative * .,

• " . energy transfer per unit volume is inversely ,

proportional to initial temperature and proportional to ,

initial pressure, it is theretore proportional to the

initial deasity ot the gas mixture.

% o % .'°

ez

° ..

,- 

,,S. ,, 6%."
.5. 

*..a* S" _

6%*, 
..........-T:.N 6a 6 % % % 5 ~ **6-1 .- . - ... - - . . -,- - - .-.. o,...- .. .. .- .. ;......- - .. ..-..-.- - .- . . . . v -. . - -" ' ""
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CHAPTER PCUG

EIPESIMEZ4IAI ANALYSIS

In order to determine the effect of the speed at

sound and the initial density on the induction

distance, several hydrogen/oxygen/diluent gas mixtures

initially at coot texperature (approximately 300

degrees K) and atmospheric pressure were ignited in aL

o.4 meter long combustion tube.

The proportion and types of dilueat species used

were nitrogen (N 2 ),argon (Ac) , heliuui fie) id carbon

dioxide ( Co2 ) The mole numbers cf the hydrogen and

oxygen were one and one half respectively. CrigiaJly,

the male number for the carbon dioxide was oue, Lut it

was lowered to one half after it was discovered that

its detonation induction distasce was longer than the

length of the combustion tube for the given initial

conditions.

Also, the hydrogen/oxygen/helium and

hydrogen/oxygen/argon gas mixtures were tutned at

ataosrheric pressure and an initial temperature of 140

degreas Kelvin.
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41.1 Apparatus.

-..

The cylindrical combustion tube in the experimeunt

44 had an inside diameter of five centimeters. Along it

!*: (see Figure (4-1)) was an array of thirteea randomly

spaced holes into which mounts containing piezoelectric

quartz pressure transducers could be placed. The

entire tube was encased in a steel cooling jacket 7.

through which liquid nitrogen could be passed in order

to cool the gas mixtures before ignition in the low

temperature part of this experiment.

[he gases for the experiment were obtained from

commercially available cylinders and were of industrial

purity. The individual gases were premixed iL a remote

mixing chamber before iujection into the combustion ...

tube. Injection of the gases was accoApiished through

an orifice in the ignitor osscmbly (see Figure (4-2)).

The mixture ratios were controlled through a sezies o.

regulators, valves and gauges contained within a

control pdanel (see Figure (4-3) '.

After injection of the gas mixture into the tute,

both ends were closed by use of valves. The mixture

was then ignited at one end by passing an electrical

current through a thin piece of nichrome wire wrapped
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across two electrodes in the ignitor.

4.2 Data Reduction.

Wave speed was measured at each of the thirteen .. .>\

locations along the tube using the pressure transducers

in conjunctioni with a dual bean oscilloscope. Two

successive transducer locations were monitored per run.

The transducer closest to the ignitor was used to

trigger the pair of beaus on the oscilloscope. The

wave speed was determined by first measuring the

distance that the second (lower) beam travelled befoLe

the wave passed the second transducer. Passaye of the

wave was accompanied by an abrupt jump in the trace due

to the momentary pzessure increase. This distance

corresponded to the wave time between traoducers. ibis

tiae was taen divided into the distance betweea the

transducers which yielded the average wave speed.

Because the wave passage was on the order of

microseconds, a photoyraph of the oscilloscope beamE

(see Figure (4-4) for example) traversing the scre

was required for each run. The two transducers were

sucessively repositioned until a complete profile of

the average wavu velocity along the tube had teen

W e % P %
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obtained.

4 '3 ZxPerizental Results.

The detonation induction distances for each of the

gas mixtures were determined by observing the

approximate (plus or sinus 15 cm.) position cn the -

velocity profiles where the overshoot describeJ in

section 1.1 occurred. Have velocities ottained are

compiled in Tables (4-1) to (4-b) and these values are

plotted in Figures (4-6) to (4-11).

it is interesting to rote that the induction

distance for the hydroqe/oxygen/nitrogen and the

hydrogen/oxygen/helium gas mixtures are identical for ,.

the initial conditions used in this experiment. This

observation is consistent with the data cf Bclliage-,

Fong and Else (ref. 28) who found that for the sane

initial conditions but only half the amount of dilueut,

the induction distances were the -ae. The distances

obtained by Bollinger, Fong and Edse are less than

those found in this experiment which is to be expected

since, in general, the greater the amount of diluent,

the longer the induction distance. ,

To calculate the initial Mach number of the flde

• ..-:,- .

' % ° % •i

IV. .%
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front, flame speeds obtained by Jones (ref. 31) for

each of tne mixtures were used. The Mach number

relationship is,

Mf= uf/( "i R, TI) (4.3-1)

The induction distances, initial flame froat Mach

numbers and flame speeds are compiled in lante 14-7)

where the data of Bollinger, long and Edse have also

been included. lable (4-8) contains the data from the

experiments at low initial temperature.

.%... ...

ii
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSIGNS

Sven though there is much evidence available that

confirms the effect of both initial temperature an-d

initial pressure on the induction distance of a

combustible gas mixture, it is inherently difficult to

draw conclusions. as to the relative importance between

these two parameters. This is paAticularly true if

they are to be based solely on experimental dati.

Therefore, it would be convenient tu determine a

theoretical relationship that would clearly show which

is the more important factor.

In this study, the Zimensionless relative energy

transfec to thed gases beind the head of 4 sta~le

detonatior. wave has been analyzed theoretically in

detail for several hydrogen/oxygem/.diiuent gas

mixtures. Plots of this quantity (FigULes (3-1) to (3-

4)) as a function of the initial tempe*rature for

various initial Fressures show thdt the initial

temperature appears to be the more significant factor

in changing this parameter.

S. - o,.- .
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In fact, the maximum change in the relative energy .

transfer is only on the order of ten percent when the

initial pressure is increased by a factor of fifty.

* The maximum difference occurs when the initial P

temperature is very low (100 degrees Kelvin in this

study) and decreases rapidly as the initial temperature

is increased. These results are based on the gas .

mixtures considered in this study but there is no

reason to believe that other combustible gas mixtures

r would not behave in this manner. Considering the

relative eneryy transter per unit mass (e~uation

(3.3-2)) results in the same conclusion.

Shen the relative energy transter per unit volume

is plotted as a function of the initial temperature fo"

various initial pressures (Figure (3-5) for example),

uthis parameter is observed to change markedly with

initial pressure as well as with initial temperature.

Therefore, no insight into the relative importance

between temperature and Fressure is obtained,

particularly in describing detonations in fixed

volumes. This is because in a fixed volume, changes in

density neccessitate changes in mass. This result

leads back to consideration of the dimensionless

relative energy transfer or the relative energy

L • P -° -*o2%° -a
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transfer per unit mass.

As far as applying the relative energy transfer to --

the detonation induction distance, because it is

proportional to initial tempeLature, it is easy to say

that it is therefore proportional to the induction

distance. However, there are two major disagreements

with this couclusiun. The first arises tecauoe th,.

induction distance for two different gas mixtures ca-

be the same but the relative energy transfer may not.

The hydrogen/oxygen/helium and hydrogen/oxygen/nitrogen

systems are an example. The second conflict arises

when two different gas mixtures with the same relative

energy transfer do not have the same induction

distance. The hydrogen/oxygen/helium and

hydrogen/oxyge/argon systems are examples of this

case.

It is therefore difficult to say whether a

relationship for the length of the induction distance

in a combustible gas mixture can be obtained based on

the concept of relative energy transfer to the staLle

detonation wave. .. ' -

9hen the initial flame front .ach number and its

relationship with the induction distance is studied,

ona adjor problem arises. The relationship is .f.

0 :_..-;
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complicated by the fact that different gas mixtures can

have the same induction distance but different initial

, flame front Each numbers. From the data obtained in

this study and the data compiled by other

investigators, it is seen that gas aixtires with

relatively high flame front Mach numbers can have

either long or short induction distances. The

* hydrogen/oxygen/argon and hydrogen/oxygen/carton

dioxide mixtures display this effect.

f" therefore, consideration of the relative encrgy

transfer and the speed of sound in the unburnt gas

mixture show these parameters to be inadequate ia

themselves to describe the behaviour of the detonation

iniuction distance in combustitle gas mixtures.

• .' The comaustion tube used in this study did not

have transducer mounts in the region very close to the
IL

. -- igzitor. This presents a problem in judging the

S-'- accuracy of the value obtained for the induction

distance in each of the low temperature hydLoYEL/

oxygen/inert gas mixtures. This is particularly true

in the case where the inert species was argon.

It must be mentioned that the wave speeds after

detonation for the low temperature mixtures do not

agree well with the calculated values for the stable

9.:

,.. 5 . 5 , . .-.- - -. - -5,,- - . - -. + . ,. o . ,.-% .' '-" .. . " .. . . "+, ,, . ," - ' .' ,' , . ' . .
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detonation waves. This is observed by look-Lg at the .

profiles of Figures (4-lU) and (4-11) and comparing tte

wave speeds after detonation with thcse compiled in

Tables (3-12) and (3-13). The calculated values are

consistantly higher than what was actually measured.

lo improve the experimental results of this study,

it is suggested that a combustion tusbe of approximately

ten feet in length be bujit containing transducer

locations at three inch intervals from the ignitor. In

additica to construction of a ney tube, the use of at

least four transducers per run is advised such that

more data can be obtained in a shocter amount cf time.

In general, the use of many transducer ucunts along the

length of the combustiou tube wiil produce much more

complete profiles and allow nore accurate estimation of

the detonatio'a induction distance.

C

• °'.* 555 %

--. -..- .; .- .. .- .-• -. , • , ... .. ._. .. ..' .'. ...' .'. -'. '. . - ' .'. '.. ..' ." " ..'. .' .% '. ". ". : .' ." .'- r . -.' '.- .'- '-. .' ."% :;- ; " ; #
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TABLE 3-1

ZEjUationS FOC Eguilitriua Constants .*

Kc 2 ac T* ex 0- /T P

HO0 T OT %1Hf\

KO - * 0 Ix Tj

KH~~~ 0T~ p

TH

0i 0Y T

T *T* *~()NO A$ *-

T HO

H f P-5

T*~% exA'
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TABLE 3-2 ~

Coefficients of Equilibrium Constants

T
aj

T ( K) *ai 0 k 2 *fl 2 = O *eM; xaa 
1 0

2 500 16.351 411.289 5.8457 .08531

2600 16.405 41.207 5.8133 .08483

2700 16.451 41.112 5.7810 .08440

2800 16.495 40.993 5.7490 .08403

2900 16.543 40.862 5.7171 .C8370

3000 16.585 40.719 5.6854 .08352

3100 16.602 40.553 5.6594 .0832b

320(1 16.620 40.391 5.6334 .Od307

3300 16.635 4U.225 5.6076 .08295

3400 16.624 40.061 5.5820 .08288

3500 16.64.5 39.901 i. "564 .C32S4

3600 16.645 39.738 5.5310 .0d282

3700 16.638 39.575 5. 5056 .06283

3800 16.625 39.413 5.4804 .062860

3900 16.612 39.256 5.4553 .08929

41000 16.602 39.087 5.4303 .08300

sop,-.de, e -'e
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TIABLE 3-3

Cefficients Of Equilibrium Consta~nts

T
T( 0 K) *N2aN#a#N=to*lco =coz

2500 39.865 4.4620 1.i090 -5

2600 39.865 4.4651 1.5137 -5

2700 39.861 4.4669 1.5199 -5

2800 39.845 4.4687 1.5236 -5

2900 39.809 4.4696 1.5300 -5

.3000 39.734 4.4105 1.5366 - S

3100 39.701 4.4709 1.5441 -5

3200 39.6bb 4.4705 1..5526 -5

3300 39.630 4-4696 1.5615 -5

3400 39.586 4.4687 1.5703 -5

3500 39.5149 4.4669 1.5786 -5

3600 39.48d 4.4647 1.5870 -5

3700 39.428 4.4620 1.5956 -S

3800 39-369 4.4564 1.6040 -5

3900 39.302 4.4549 1.6128 -5

'4000 39.220 4.4513 1.6214 -5
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TABLE 3-4

Reduced Sensible Enthalpies *

T(°K) H2  H 02 0 OH

2500 3.799 2.5 4.188 2.543 3.877

2600 3.819 2.5 4.208 2.542 3.894 R6

2700 3.839 2.5 4.227 2.541 3.911

2800 3.859 2.5 4.245 2.540 3.928

2900 3.878 2.5 4.263 2.539 3.94 4

3000 3.897 2.5 4.281 2.538 3.959 ,.

3100 3.916 2.5 4.298 2.537 3.974

3200 3.934 2.5 4.315 2.537 3.989

3330 3.952 2.5 4.332 2.537 4.003
.,4 - " ..

3400 3.969 2.5 4.348 2.536 4.017 . -

3500 3.987 2.5 4.364 2.536 4.UJ1

3600 4.003 2.5 4.319 2.536 4.044
.4..' -,".

3700 4.020 2.5 4.395 2.537 4.056

3800 4.037 2.5 4.409 2.537 4.069

3900 4.053 2.5 4.424 2.537 4.U l 

4000 4o.069 2.5 4..438 2.538 4.093

• 
% % %%

- 0-;

s ~ e/%.w.. 4
' \..~\'% *.*~4. **4 ~ 444* *4% .;y~;.4,,. . o. .- o°
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TABLE 3-5

Reduced Sensible Enthalpies

) H° N2 0NO N Co Co

2500 5.238 3.992 4.114 2.500 4.026 6.316

2600 5.286 4.008 4.128 2.501 .4.042 6.258

2700 5.333 4.024 4.141 2.501 4.057 6.398

2800 5.378 4.038 4.153 2.501 4.071 6.435 ".

2900 5.421 4.052 4.165 2.502 4.085 6.470

3030 5.463 4.066 4.176 2.502 4.098 b.504

3100 5.503 4.078 4.187 2.503 4.110 6.536

3200 5.542 4.090 4.197 2.504 4.122 6.566

3300 5.580 4.102 4.207 2.505 4.133 6.595

3400 5.616 4.113 4.216 2.506 4.144 6.62J

3500 5.651 4.124 4.226 2.508 4.154 b.b49

" 3600 5.665 4.134 4.234 2.509 4.164 6.674

3700 5.717 4.144 4.243 2.511 4.174 6.698

380C 5.749 4.154 4.251 2.513 4.183 t..722

3900 5.779 4.163 4.258 2.515 4.192 6.744

4000 5. 8 09 4.172 4.266 2.518 4.200 6.7b5

S
.%  

* ~~.

' , e.~.* h'.%~% * V . \ ~ . ~ i J -P~C ~ - % 're% S,...

- p ".-
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TABLE 3-6

Absolute Foraation Fathalpics At G Degrees Kelvin

Specie Abs. Formation Enthalpy (K)

co -13,688

Co 2  -47,286

H 25,982

H2  0

H 0 -28,736

N 56,613

SN 2  0

NO 10,799

O 29,685

02 0

OH 4,675

.. % %' % . .~ . % . .. .
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TABLE 3-7

Dimensionless Specific Heats

T(°K) H2  H kw 0 0 OH

2500 4.315 2.5 4.681 2.508 4.339

2600 4.347 2.5 ".707 2.509 4.33, , .

2700 4.378 2.5 4.733 2.511 4.360

2800 4.407 2.5 4.758 2.513 4.3C1

2900 4.433 2.5 4.782 2.516 4-.400

3UOO 4.458 2.5 4.806 2.518 4.4418

3100 4.484 2.5 4.829 2.521 4.435

3200 4.510 2.5 4.851 2.525 4.452

3300 4.535 2.5 4.872 2.529 4.4o7 .. '.
,' .,U.', "'S ..-S%

3400 4.560 2.5 4.893 2.533 4.481

3500 4.564 2.5 4.913 2.537 U.495

3600 4.C09 2.5 4.931 2.541 4.5J6

3700 4.632 2.5 4.949 2.546 4.521

3800 4.656 2.5 4.966 2.551 4.533

3900 4.679 2.5 4.982 2.557 4.545

4000 4.701 2.5 4.998 2.562 4.556

.. - ..

.- .. .' . ,

.. .. ..,.
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TABLE 3-8

Dimensionless Specific Heats

9

T(0 K) N NC C
2 NO CO 2  CO H20

2500 4.406 2.505 4.467 7.393 4.430 6.473

2600 4.418 2.507 4.476 7.415 4.441 6.524

2700 4.428 2.510 4.4E5 7.433 4.451 b.572

2800 4.138 2.513 4.492 7.451 4.460 6.615

2900 4.44d 2.517 4.499 7.468 4.468 b.657

3000 4.456 2.522 4.506 7.485 4.476 6.695

3100 4.464 2.527 4.513 7.499 4.484 b.730

3200 4.472 2.534 4.519 7.513 (.491 6.7:)4

3300 4.479 2.541 4.525 7.526 4.497 6.795

3400 4.486 2.550 4.530 7.539 4.503 6.825

3500 4.492 2.559 4.535 7.551 4.509 6.852

3600 '4-.498 2.570 4.540 7.564 4.515 6.879

3700 4.504 2.582 4.545 7.575 4.521 6.903

3800 4.510 2.595 4.550 7.58b 4.526 6.9.b

3900 4.515 2.608 4.551 7.597 4.531 6.i49

4000 4.521 2.623 4.558 7.608 4.536 6.9/0 .,.
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TABLE 3-9

ftT T

( H r N

(H)
A ~ ~_f /H*T H\

(N) T T
A H fH ,

(NO) T TT
AH HH

fu f-- (2)N():

(OH) TT

RT ~ Hf

(0) T~ T 
- .

(HfT)o(HrET (4X+ 2
wheret

.4... i

T'
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TABLE 3-10

Detonation Parameters For ,

*0+ H+*C2 2 2
At .1 And 5 Atmospheres Initial Pressure

p1 =.1 atm.

T1 (
0K) T (OK) p(atm) w (m/S) w (m/8) U (m/S)

100 3230.52 4.28 1926.87 1026.53 900.34

200 3168.7.2 2.10i 1897.46 1021.b7 875.59

300 3121.24 1.39 1875.65 1021.25 854.40 -

400 3101.54 1.03 1856.93 1023.44 833.49

500 3082.58 .82 1838.09 1025.80 812.29

p1  . atm.

100 3813..00 231.8 2014.50 1079.07 935.43

200 3733.38 114.6 1992.25 1077.69 914.5o

300 3695.45 76.0 1975.94 1080.03 895.91

400 3674.75 56.9 1962.31 1063.60 878.71

500 3659.86 45.3. 1948.11 1087.67 660.44
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1AikLE 3-11

Detonation Parameters For

*0 2 +H 2 +N2

At .1 hzad 5 Atmospheres Initial Pressuire

p, .1 atm#

T (0K.) T (OK) p (atm) w (m/G) w (m/S) U (M/8)

100 3076.23 4.92 2167.68 1162.83 10014.9

200 3015.84 2..41 2134.08 115'..05 980.0

f7 300 2986.41 1.59 2109.01 1150.98 958.0

400 2968.67 1-18 2085.90 1150.08 931i b

500 2957.45 .94 2066.37 1150.41 915.9

U eto natm.

100 3499.02 A69.0 2281.36 1236.06 10,45.3

200 3457.83 133.0 2255.86 1230.62 1025.2

* 300 344243 88.1 2236.92 1229.81a 1007.

400 343b..98 65.8 2220.38 1230.96 989..

500 3435.i3 52.4 2204.57 1232.85 971.7 - -'

l =0L S---"-

10 L 00690 22l3 13.6 1t5. ..-
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TABLE 3-12

Detonation Parameters For

*02 H2 + He

At . 1 And 5 Atmospheres Initial Pressure

p1  I . atm.
* T (OK) T3 (°K) P3 (atm) w (m/s) w3 (m/s) u3 (m/s) --

. 100 3253.20 5.35 3277.05 1764.49 1512.b

" 200 3165.57 2.61 3215.48 1743.50 1471.9

r 300 3120.12 1.71 3171.56 1734.03 1437.5 L

400 3091.03 1.27 3134.12 1729.06 1405.1

500 3070.13 1.00 3099.15 172o.28 1372.9

P1 a 5 atm-

100 3866.85 30J.6 3522.64 1922.12 lboo.5

200 3776.10 148.8 3407.82 1902.13 1565.7

* 300 3730.89 98.0 3429.70 1893.64 153b.1

400 3703.49 72. 3397.92 1889.73 1508.2

. 500 3684.85 57.8 3368.86 1888.03 1480.3-

.- 4f

• "~-i"

*s-" .**.'. , ' .

a, •* %* . *__________
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TABLI 3-13

Detonation Parameters for

*02+ H2 + Ar

At .1 And 5 Atmospheres IniLtial Pressure

p1 a.1 atm.

T NoK T (OK) p(atm) w (M/8) w (M/S) U (m/S)

100 3253.20 5.35 2019.80 10d7.54 932.26

200) 3165-59 2.61 1981.90 1074.61 907.30

300 3 1120. 09 1.71 195&4.70 1068.76 885.95

400 3090.99 1.27 1931.61 1065.70 865.91

500 3070.14 1.00 1930.19 1063.99 846.20

p,5 atm.

100 3866.85 303.6 2171.17 1184.7i; 98b.'47

200 3776.10 148. 8 2137.38 1172.37 965.01

300 3730.89 98.0 2113.89 1167.14 946.74

400 3703.49 72.9 2094.3U 1164.7J 929.57

500 3684.85 57.8 2076.39 1163.66 912.71
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TABLE 4-1

gave Velocities, w, , Vs. Distance Froa Igaitor

*02 + H2 + jCO2

(1 &to. Initial Pressnre and 0300 K Initial Temp.)

Distance (a) Run #1 tu/s) Run #2 (B/s) Bun #3 (u/s)

1.49 162 162 162 it

2.41 941 941 941

3.01 1360 13b0 1580

3.31 1613 1741 1613

3.90 2511 2651 2511

4.53 21b2 2179 2214

4.84 2191 2125 2093

5.77 21b9 2126 2105

6.23 2044 2007 2032

• .- . .

V.

X.7

• ----

-a d a-ar " •
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TABLE 3-14 .

Belative Energy Transter Per Unit Volume

*02 + H2 + N2

T (0K) P3 -P1 (atm.)+

100 4.82

200 2.32

300 p1  .1 atm. 1.49

400 1.08

500 .84

100 264.04

200 128.04

300 p1 = 5 atm. 83.14

400 60. 81

500 47.44

. . '." . -1

:.. '% ,".

k ~-..'. o,

*.%%~**V % ,~ * * 5
...

5 ~S .~- ~- ~~.*.' **.- ., -~ ,.- -..-



TABLE 4-2 .7

Wave Velocities, w1 , Vs. Distance From Ignitor

*02 + H2 + N2

(1 Atm. Initial Pressure and 0300 K Initial 7emp.)

• Distance (a) Run S1 (a/s) Run #2 (m/s) Run #3 (m/s)

1.80 633 639 645

3.01 1799 1705 2020

3.31 3193 3193 304t8

3.94 2852 2913 28383

'4.53 2794 2736 2736

4.84 2580 2683 2580;

5.77 2474 2445 2460

'Pe

" .o

% ; L- --, ..- - . .' ,. " .' ." .'. '..,:.' .' .'._ ,." ." . ." ." . ." . ' I ..
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TABLE 4-3

U'j Rlave Velocities,w, . Vs. Dibtance From Ignitor O.P,

*0 o2 + Ha 2 He p-,

(1 Atm. Initial Pressure and 0300 K Initial Temp.)

Distance (a) Run #1 (u/s) Run #2 (n/s) Bun #3 (c/s)

.90 752 767 784

1.49 560 582 577

3.01 2E92 2500 1313

3.31 4868 4801 4963

3.40 4311 '501 4402

4.53 4014 4038 4224

E4.84 3695 3939 Ub95

5.77 3702 3734 3734 4--

6.23 3533 3533 3533

..* U•

N.' b."- ,-

V,,'

Ink.:,
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TZABI.B 4-4 4.

Vave Velocities, w I * Vs. Distance From Ignitor

*0 2 + H2 + Ar

(1 Atm. Initial Pressure and 0300 K Initial Temp.)

Distance (a) Run 01 (aus) Run #2 (ms) Run #3 (cs) -. -

1.49 312 298 319

1.80 960 1131 1002

2.41 2674 2508 2362

3.01 2347 240b 2O

3.31 2336 2336 2336

3.94 2272 2272 2236

4.53 .217t 2197 2179

4.84 2262 2262 2262 -

5.77 2236 2147 2147

6.23 2146 2191 216-

,N..

°" "'4 -- ,';-

;,-.. : i.
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TABLE 4-5
Wave Velocities. W1 , Vs. Distance Frou ignitor

*0 2 +H 2 + He

(1 &tn. Initial Prossure and 0140 K Initial Temp.)

Distance (a) Run #1 (u/s) Bun #2 au/s) Bun #3 t/s) -

.43 280 286 320

.90 570 545 600

1.49 868 995 1194

1.80 762 469 554

2.41 1051

3.01 2172 2389 2275

3.31 1353 1449 966

3.94 1296--

4.53 1003 841 1152

*---- Ddta not usable

*.. "-*',*

:::0..,.:

*--..

-%,? %

.,.'

"S

. . . ..* ., , % -,s,., ,., .. , .'..'""-' . .; .'-, ".- '-

'" • % ,% ", .. "I,.
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TABLE 41-6

Wave Velocities, W1 ,* Vs. Distance From Ignitor

102 + H2 + Ar O

(1 Its.. Initial Pressure and 0140 XC initial Temp.)

Distance (mn) Run 01 (u/s) Bun #2 (u/s) Bun #3 (a/s)

.43 609 563 7--

.90 2213 2326

1.49 1843 1393 1528

r1.80 442 1637 1707

2.41 2121 1840 2015

3.01 2120 2222

3.31 2018 1945 --

* ---- Data not usatle

Go %
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TABLE 4-7 .-

Plane Speed, Speed of Sound, initial Flame Front ~

Bach Number, initial Density And Ind~action Distance

T, approx. 300 OK and p, a 1 atm.

0.Diluent u WuS) wa,:ls/) Mf P1 (Kg/a**3) d1 (cu.)

N2  4.60 4J5.62 .0100 .7479 325

KAr 4.43 398.b8 .0111 .9418 225

He 6.44 646.87 .0099 .3578 325

*C0 2  6.07 367.94 .0147 .8129 375

*142 7.89 467.18 -0168 .6504 228*

* Ar 8.00 435.73 .0184 .7716 1794

Ar 4.43 398.68 .0111 .9418 240*

jHe 9.34 600.28 .0156 .4065 228*

jCO 2  6.07 412.54 .0147 .8129

*Data from reference 28 415 mm diiseter LuLE)
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TASLZ 4-8

Fl~iae Speed, Speed Of Sound, Initial Ziauc front

Mach Number, Initial Density And Induction fLstance9

T1 approx. 140 OK and p1, 1 atm.

Diuut uf(k/s) wail(a/s) Mf p1IKg/u**3) dj(CM.)

He 3.076 454.07 .0068 .7666 275

Ar 2.117 279.85 .0076 2.018 75
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APPENDIX
Derivation Cf Relative Energy Transfer

The relative energy transfer is equal to the
difference between the stagnation enthalpy in the
unburut, unshocked gas mixture and the stagnatio,
enthalpy of the gases at the tail of the stable
detonation wave. This difference is expressed dS, .

£h°  3 h, u2/2 -hf (A-i)

The energy equation written relative tc the wave '*
speeds is,

h+ w/2 , W2 (A-2)
;/2 hf 1/2

thorefore,

Th T1  2 2f 3 h 1 ,, - ,)/2 .(A-:3)""-;"-'

Substitution into equatioc CA-i) produces,

Aho (W 2  W2)/2 + w ~ 2/2 (A-4&)

and from the continuity equation,

W i(V~/ ~ (A-3)w3 1 3X(:/vl)( -);-,"'L

so equation (A-4) becomes,

ah° a Wi (1 - v3/v 1 ) (A-6)

The Ougoniot equation is finally enployed to
express WO in terms of the pressure dnd specific volue
ratio so that equation (A-6) becomes, .-.

( Tip/p - - v * (1 - vj )  (A-7)

. 1"1 3.Y
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PART II

EFFECT OF HEAT AND MASS ADDITION.

ON THE PARAMETERS OF SUBSONIC DUCT FLOWS
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.X.. .. _,.o.._

1. I:rTRODUCTION

This analysis investigated the effect of heat addition

(due to fuel mass addition) on the thermodynamic and gas-

dynamic properties of an established one-dimensional,

chemically reacting, subsonic flow. In particular the effect .

of the fuel mass addition on the upstream conditions of the

primary flow (air in this study) was examined.

It was assumed that the flow was adiabatic relative to .

the environment and friction was negligible between the flow .".-

and the walls of the duct. The length of the duct from the

measuring point of the upstream primary flow conditions to A..

the point where complete combustion has occured (chemical

equilibrium prevails) is assumed to be long enough to allow

for"secondary flow injections (fuels), and complete homo-

genous mixing of all gases. Most importantly, it was

assumed that at some point past the combustion zone, the

flow becomes choked. This last assumption allows the problem

to be solved and in practice is found in turbojet operations.

Only the theor tical analysis is included in this report. v-

Gaseous hydrogen has been used as the fuel because of its

high heat release and availability. Due to the complications

involved in building an experimental device which closely

approximates a basic gas generator, the experimental results 0

have yet to be completed.

1. ..
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I.. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS"

A. General

The objective of this report was to theoretically

simulate the effect of fuel flow changes on the temper- ".;".

ature, pressure, and speed of the flow of a basic gas gendr- .

ator which is the heart of the turbojet, turbofan and

turbo-prop engine. This problem has been approached in

past literature under two areas, compressor-turbine matching .p

and acceleration, deceleration problems of turbojets. The

latter being more in tune to this report. However both areas ..-.-.

have only been lightly discussed in compressor stall mater-

ial, and quantitative information on them is scarce. '* -.

Industry has concentrated little effort towards studying

acceleration, deceleration stalls from fuel flow changes for

they feel that the acceleration and deceleration schedules

built into the fuel controls of their production engines

sufficiently handle the problem. However it is felt by

these authors that pressure disturbances (from an increased

fuel flow) are generated much faster than these schedules

can react. Therefore engine failure results despite having 0

been thought to be free of such a failure. As will be shown,

this relatively simple assumption gives a feasable, realistic "-

explanation to unexplained engine failures experienced by

some of the high performance turbojets on fighter aircraft.

The problem is more prevelent today since we require engines

to operate near their peak performances.

2
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B. Compressor Maps

Examining compressor maps of an engine, one can see

how fuel flow controls or schedules do decrease the chance of

stalls. Figure 1 shows a typical compressor map which lends

to understanding the operating limits of compressors. The

pressure rise through the compressor (P3/P2) is plotted

against an altitude corrected air mass flow rate (m 92/62).

The notation for figures 1 and 2 is given below.

Table 1. Compressor map notation

6 - P/Ps P - altitude pressure Ps- standard press.
T/Ts  T - altitude temp. T standard temp.

m - mass flow rate
(2)- subscript for compressor inlet
(3)- subscript for compressor exit
(4)- subscript for turbine inlet
N - compressor RPM's

Under an ideal acceleration, an increase in fuel would

increase the combustion temperature which in turn would in-

crease the work done b the turbine, increasing the comp-

ressor RPM. The schedules now built into production engines

maintain a path such as path Y. Along Y the temperature ratio

does not increase so drastically that stall conditions are

reached.

However this is not a complete picture of the gas gener-

ator. Nothing in the compressor maps accountS forApressure

p-. being sent upstream to , -4A#- tt % A- o , ""-

combustion chamber from the compressor. These pressure dis-

turbances, as shown in this report, disrupt the flow from the "

compressor. This can lead to stall in the compressor*

3
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~~....% %,

- Thus the entire com-

pressor may be disturbed.

The arrow in figure I shows how the stall or surge

line decreases as altitude is increased. Most likely the

pressure disturbance from a fuel flow change also decreases .

the pressure ratio. Therefore if path Y is again followed, -

it is possible that it now passes through the stall zone.

As stated earlier it is believed by these authors that GL--:

the actual path the engine takes is not like Y but more like

path Z in figure 2. Here the temperature ratio increases

much faster than the turbine and compressor speed,

When the engine is operating at a higher CPR and higher RPM,

as are todays engines for maximum performance, this increases

the chances of such an occurance for one would be operating

in the upper right hand vicinity of figures 1 and 2 where

there is less room for t~~

4 .
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0. Heat Addition Cnly

Before studying flow changes due to fuel mass addi- .' ..

tion much insight into the problem is obtained by first

looking at how heat addition alone causes changes to an

unheated, subsonic, inviscid flow. A one-dimensional,

constant area duct is used and the :5is assumed to be

calorically perfect. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the sub-

script notation used in this particular analysis. .

At some point along the duct, heat is added to the

flow producing a local change in pressure. Since the flow

is subsonic, the pressure disturbance is transmitted both

downstream and upstream through the duct, thus altering

the initial conditions of the entire flow. In particular

the pressure waves may cause the static pressure of the

unheated gas to increase and bring about a reduction in the

mass flow rate. This will now be shown to be true.

Two c"are required. The first is that the

static pressure downstream, that of the heated gas, remains .'

cosat therefore 1-'' C _constan .,.,is that of the initial (F2 = Pi). The

second ccD.v is that the compression of the unheated

gas as a result of heat addition, is isertropic and no -

energy is transferred to the initial gas because the rate

of compression is moderate. This implies that P= Pi and

T61 Ti. Thus the problem has only 3 unknowns, M1 , 142 , and

T2 . "one of the three can be solved for directly. Cne .

, * , *
7'"''%•"°
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Fig. 4 - Flow after heat addition
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solves the problem by applying the continuity, momentum,

and energy equations.

The continuity equation written for figure 4 is

PIU& PAU Z  ---(1)

Letting Ou - - M and P2 = Pi, equation (1) becomet .:

. = --- "'"(2)

With no work being performed on the gas, the momentum

equation can be written

P1(l+YM2) P,(1+YM~z). --- (3)

The energy equation for this flow is

T2  T1 +
Cp

or 2 1~l+ Mi+ ~ -- (

where Ti =A. and q = Joules per Kg of air, Cp = J/Kg.K. *% '!

So q/CpTi is a dimensionless heat release factor. The

isentropic relationships give :-

P1 Pi +1 M -i --- (5)
- MI

+ 1/

anT T/(l 1 M2) T T /(l+ 1 Ml)-.)

Substition of equations (4),(5), and (6) into (2) gives

a relationship between two unknowns M1, '2, and three

knowns, ,,i , TI, and q. It is listed below.

"...%
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. p.. %

Mi l+ M( +1 M - 1 M2  + M.2 2 --- (7)

V + 1M& pi*. '"a.."

ik - A second relationship between -11 and MZ is obtained

by substition of equation (5) into the momentum expression, ..- -

equation (3). This gives for Z2

M2 U ~ ~ 1+- IilM/+i.M~~v-r7 -- 8

Equations (7) and (8) now contain only two unknowns

1'.1 and M2. 'Neither can be solved for explicity so some

type of trial and error iteration must be used. Once i1  -.'',

and M2 are found for a given heat input (q/CpTl), the

5 static temperature of the heated gas can be found from

equations (4) and (6) which can be written as

2 1~ (M2\ ~IM~-

2)

Also P P (1+ 1  Mz)Y-"

Completing the analysis, the final mass flow rate is

found from the mass flow rate general expression.

m * u * yPM = y.P0M ''""
IE- +1 o-% %

a 0
:With T1 = Ti and F1 = Fi this gives ,

10



inal M M1 + 1 M'2- -1)

-% 
t i M

These expressions show that heat addition to a flow a.- p

described earlier, increases the upstream static pressure; ,

slows down the flow, arnd decreases the mass flow rate. It

* is easy to see that if some high precis' ion device such as

a compressor were located upstream of the flow, it would S

react to the heat addition downstream. Figures 5-13 show

*the effects of heat addition (q/CpT!) to an inviscid sub-

sonic flow passing through a constant area duct. Equa.tions

(1) - (9) were used to obtain these figures with P2 =P-

1 atm, P1 =Pi, Tj Tij, and T~ 288 K.

via
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.General L

The effects of mass addition due to a fuel flow :"_

change will now be discussed in this section. The addi-

tional mass in the flow releases heat upon combustion.

Both the increased heat and the presence of the additional

mass alter the flow conditions upstream and downstream.

The flow -is considered to be steady, one-dimensional,

inviscid, adiabatic with the environment, and it is assumed

that complete homogeneous mixing has occured before combus-

tion.

The JoIowi,9A a-Aalyis is based on ki.e .pec 'l co',dt'o..

that at some point past the combustion zone the flow Is

Mchoked. This is a realistic assumption for turbine nozzles
are often choked over a good part of their operating range.

Extending this analysis one can see that with a choked

i afterburner, the turbine-afterburner operation of the turbo-

jet may be disrupted by way of fuel changes to the after-

burner. Therefore had choked flow not been assumed, the
problem would have to be solved with incorrect assumptions

placed on the combustion gas. (This was tried and produced

inaccurate results)

Many attempts were made to formulate solutions which

accurately simulated fuel flow changes and their effect on

the flow. Primarily, modifications to the previously com- ,'. .

pleted heat addition of section C were attempted. But these

21
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- .- .: -s e:-her required no-realistic assumptions as

mentioned before, cr produced equations with too many un-

knowns. Always the equations of motion had to be satisfied.

The difficulty of the entire problem arises because the

upstream conditions change. One can not simply set up the

equations of motion by adding the primary and secondary

flows then solving for the combustion flow. Because the

primary flow changes, an iteration process must be used.

This techn.que is outlined in the next subsection.

2. Solution of -roblem

The addition of gases to a primary flow through a

duct may be accomplished in either of the three ways shown

in figures 14 - 15. The secondary flows can be added from

the side and may or may not increase the duct area (fig. 14)

or the fuel can be added tangentially (fig. 15). the setup -

in fig. 15 was used for it simplified the momentum equation

and in the future would make the physical apparatus easier

to construct. It is realized that in combustion chambers

the mixing of the fuel and combustion occurs almost simul-

taneously, but in this analysis the process is separated

.for simplidity.

Two ways can be used to get the values of the combus-

tion chamber variables. The v" t involves using equili-

brium constants to culcvuLA. the mole fractions of each

species i the combustion gas. However since the tempera-

ture in turbojet combustion chambers is always lower than

22 
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PRIMARY FLOW 4A
Chemical

P, equilibrium

Mt

A,. A,~A, Cos a,

FOR TANGENTIAL INJECT ION ALL a, 20

FOR NORMAL INJECTION ALL a,:n/2

AO M O .

m. A,
Al --- A, chemical

AI+2 equilibrium

Al AM,
U,

T1

pt
M,

FOR NORMAL INJECTION ALL C,'-7/2 -4.

Pig. 14I - uel addition from side *.
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N

2100?: , dissociation is minimal atid the nethod is tedious.

(For a complete description of this method see reference 3).

Instead 0(issocjti.O n's dis'req>rlect adanI L/te co m ui ,'OL
"g % o- .- ,

ciss~" OCO"-i- 'tOf li4" e n,Oxyj e~i W41er

-VaP0V*,Q-"1c cqr~o-n dt'oxie Oly

Both methods do use the same general approach in cal- Z

culating the speed and temperature of the combustion gas.

This involves calculating the speed from two different - -

equations. Cne is derived from the momentum and continuity

equations and the other derived from the energy equation. - .

Both require an estimated combustion temperature. The two K..
9-.-. . . .,

speeds are compared for a certain temperature and a new

estimate of the temperature is made based on their differ-

ences. This iteration is continued until the value of the

speeds from each equation are pvIA C C W'#Y the same. This

also gives the correct temperature. Once the speed and

temperature are known the pressure is found from the conti-

nuity equation.

It should be noted at this point that problems en-

countered most often when programming this problem, involved

the calculation of the two speeds mentioned above. Figures

16 and 17 give qualitative pictures of how the speeds change

with temperature. Referring to fig. 16, for an initial

temperature estimate points A are found from each equation

and plotted. A new temperature estimate will give points

B. It is easy to see how they will converge to a solution.

The intersection of the lines on the negative slope of the

25
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• .-.o-entum-continuity lire is a physically impossible solu-

tion (flow goes from sub to supersonic) and is not looked..

-.;" into in this report. S.,.

I When keu adclitic lead to chcke 'Iov

hI~ow~ -n TiK-~ c~ Ups se ~o r 6/7eLowe

. temperature estimates the speeds are obtainable but never

converge. For higher temperature estimates negative square

" roots are obtained when running the program. Points A,B"

. and C in fig. 17 show the first three temperature estimates.

0 After a new estimate from points C, the equation for the

speed derived from energy soon produces this negative root

due to the temperature increasing while the maximum value

Iallowable from energy has already been reached. A glance

at the energy equation in the next subsection will illustrate

this further. If. this occurs then the speed of the .-Lv -
I ~ or fuel flow must be decreased to obtain c t:ottin.,

3. Program Analysis

- The following detailed discussion of the program will

i enable the reader to fully comprehend the technique used

in solving this problem. Each step will be numbered for

reference. The reduced sensible enthalpies, H-E,,

formation enthalpies, (h)T, dimensionless specific heats,

* (C, and entropy coefficients, (Cs)T which are needed can

be found in thermodynamic tables ( JANNAF, AFCSR TR 3641)

28 '.-
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for temperatures ranging from 100 to 6000 K. A inter-

polation method is usect to cqc[uLote values for 0 -.@

temperatures between those in the tables. In general the %'%-%

program leads to a calculated throat area. This area is

compared to a specified area and the upstream Mach # is

modified until the calculated area is equal to the speci-

fled area.

The program begins by establishing a steady combustion

for a fixed fuel flow. The areas of the primary flow and

fuel line are known. The mass flow of the air, as well as

as the stagnation temperature and pressure of both the fuel L

and the air before they are mixed are specified. Since the - '

injection speed of the gaseous fuel is sonic, fuel flow

chaiiges occur from changes in the fuels' stagnation pres-

sure. Gaseous hydrogen has been chosen as the fuel. ..9 6

Mc, 1 is calculated before the fuel is added.

1: M ma R T (P A-
air -.air .- :

The mass flow of the fuel is found.

2 : ff - AfP./ 

. , . .

ff f f-:: "

The next step is skipped the first run through.

Y+l
3, air '2 c ,3: alt" cIcI M,I/( 'airc l ( l + 1 Mz,.Nlc ) ..''[:? ,

The fuel-air flow mixture ratio is then -

29 ,
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4: f * mfma"-

Next the static pressure of the fuel as well as the static

temperature and pressure, and the speed of the upstream

primary flow (air) c re cc'dcuLatecL.

5: _ /(,-v-.-).f.

6: Tc, 1  Tc, 1 / M I

7: Pc,1" Pc,1 (Tc, 1 /Tc, 1 )}':
1

8: ,i iYRrTcl

The maximum speeds possible for the combustion gas are

calculated. They are based on momentum-continuity and

on energy and lead to the two speeds discussed earlier in

subsection C.

CM-C)
9: U - U +R T )) / (1+f)

c',2 max CfU fR f+ c,l air c 1l

,cI.

(E) -.
c0: U2 max T ((ff(H-E f +U)f)+ A)/ (l+f)

where A - RaT HE Tc,l + U2

airc DT air 2

Now the moles of 02, air and the moles of the combustion

gas are found. These will lead to the value of the

30
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formation enthalpy of the combustion gas.

11: V0  .f / (4.76 fbair) .- '.

12: Vair f air/

1' 13: Vcg air + 1/2

The gas constant of the combustion gas is then

14: Rcg R air (+(fx air /21Mf))/(l+f)

The formation enthalpy per unit mass of the combustionU
gas is given in terms of the absolute formation enthalpies

per kmole. These absolute formation enthalpies for differ-

ent species are listed in table 2.

15 : hT) )cs2 + v- ::.2 -:.*~ 4)g 2CTrr)/

.. Calculation of the two speeds based on the equations of

motion is now possible. The temperature is iterated on

until the values of the two speeds agree to a desired

" accuracy. A new estimate of the combustion gas temper-
* .5

ature is obtained by using a multiplying factor times

- ' the difference in the two speeds. This factor depends

on the rates at which the speeds change. For this step

31
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a ' -L•, value o''"X" 0.03-was used

,0

CM-C) CM-C) ,(M-C)

16: U 1'U.-";-R T

1: 0U,2  - C)2 max -,2 (ma cgTc,2
2 2./

n (E) (E)2 T
17: Uc, 2Uc,2 max c 2RcgTc,2 c

CE) (M-C) l0I GOTO #2
18: IF ABS (U, 2 0- 7  GO TO #20

19: est(n+l) =Test(n) (E) (M-C)

19: "Tc 2c2 + X(Uc, 2 - Uc, 2  ) GO TO #15

The pressure of the combustion gas is then found from

the continuity equation. -

cs 2 = Cl+f)RcgTc, 2 /(Uc 2airTci + f' f

f >f

The conditions at the point of' choking, the throat,

are now found. An estimated temperature for the throat

is needed to get the formation enthalpy per kmole of the

gas there. Since the speed is sonic the temperature will

be lower than that of the combustion zone. Therefore

21 fhf\T t H + Vair(/HTt - f Tt /Vcg

1L'FIQ 7' H0ktair 02

and the specific heat is

32 _0
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T Q)~ Vai Tt T22: cTt t + Va flIft t1 i/

fair/o\e

)Cg H0 air - 021(:.:

paredO tote auefo tecobsto on. A°e=tra

use for thi iteaton

T~ ,h\C, calc Tt\t4c * T

1 23: 7Y t / @..

cg g-

26: =cg iwfcl+f) + c

i"Since the stagnation enthalpy or the flow does not

.7, .

ature is imtre d on util ted on tha ld values andrthe "

1approximately the same. A multiplying factor X-0.3 was

"" ~used for this iteration. --."

T T

t ct

rc g +]cg c g :...

TC92) .'-4:
~~27 : IF ABS (A h cg 10- 00 TO #29 +_+..-.

33
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The entropy coefficients of the gas at the combustion

zone and at the throat are then found and are used to

determine the static pressure of the gas at the throat.

29: (C\ T s= / C 1 .2 + V c2 \c,2 /Ves g k~)~ aa ir ir - scg

2I 2

:.':-:>

,o oTt T . T ,
30: cg + V air ) s .g L. ,

: C c /Tc, 2

31: Pt c2 2T t TT TC"2

compared to the specified area. If the two are different

a new value for the Mach # of the upstream primary flow ::.

(McI) is calculated and the entire program is run again "'

iterating on Mc,I until the two areas are the same. The

multiplying factor here is X-500.

calc
32: A t (i f i)4Rcg Tt/cg)

Pt

spec calc 10
33: IF ABS (At - At ) l o0 GO TO #35

spec calc
34: Mc,i l Mc ,l+ X(At - At ) GO TO #3

* . .'%
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The last calculations give the stagnation pressure

and temperature of the combustion gas. An estimate for,_-_'- .

the stagnation temperature is obtained assuming a perfect

gas. The temperature is iterated on until the stagnation

enthalpy is correct.

est
35: T 2  T +-"

2 ,2 c 2

T H0c( 2cal T 2  ai (H>To) T1~,~36: Tc 2  cc2alc 0

aigc

T 37: (ht c.2 calc T0c.2 calc

TT
(#)cg g )cg

• ." ...,.

T qT • -. . ,:

=g cg ~ (\'c) c a :::::::

The first value on the right side of eq. 38 is obtained

from line 25.

T,2

39: IF ABS (A ) GO-  GO TO #41

cg

40: T, - + xT(A GO TO #36c 92 Tc, 2  XAW
\T)cg

35
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Finally

T4l + .. .s

T0T Ta

-,2 ,2  (c,2  c ,41:: +"
42: 0 sg ai

c,2~ F 0 2 T 2  / T C.2) c,

43: PRINT VALUES

44: STOP

Figures 18-31 show the results of a program run -__'-

using the equations listed on the previous pages. The 7,7=7

fuel used was gaseous hydrogen.

4. Results

Figures 18-31 illustrate tt.e effect of a fuel flow
pe@pel4ies *

change on U-e u pst±re a  flow. It is evident that the up-

stream conditions change due to the downstream addition oS eath'oA
up st rep.% 2

hw,Even though the.pressure rise was small , the

speed decreased by 20% and the mass flow by 20%.

Presently an experimental device

is being constructed to bl*. these results.
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Table 2 - Thermodynamic Values of Air
C T T T

Temp. hsair (C I
OK air ___air

100 4.24293 3.48805 3.50021

200 4.14739 3.49302 3.50142

300 4.10166 3.49805 3.50951

400 4.07375 3.50441 3.53964

- 500 4.05556 3.51745 3.59503

600 4.04349 3.53555 3.67121

700 4.03564 3.56180 3.75530

800 4.03084 3.59063 3.83840

900 4.02821 3.62299 3.91735

1000 4.02701 3.65572 3.98804

1100 4.02689 3.68882 4.05031

1200 4.02758 3.72108 4.10616

1300 4.02870 3.75313 4.15385

1400 4.03017 3.78297 4.19756

1500 4.03199 3.81218 4.23507

h'-. 16oo 4.03384 3.83960 4.2684"4

- 1700 4.03593 3.86581 4.29844

1800 4.03801 3.89023 4.32586

1900 4.04025 3.91302 4.35070

-2000 4.04236 3.93666 4.37358
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Table 3 
.El.Absolute Formation Enthalpies

For Eleven Species
At 0 Degrees Kelvin

E0

Spoecies()

Co 1-13688

C02 -472866

H25982____

IRH2  -28736

N_______ 56613

N2  S0

NO 10799

(0 29685'

02 0

OH 4.675
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